osx2.lcsr.rutgers.edu -- PRINTSERVER.Memory

One Month (19.02.16 17:31 - 22.03.16 18:31)
Datasource mem_usage

Two graphs are shown, each representing memory usage over different time periods:

1. **One Month** (19.02.16 17:31 - 22.03.16 18:31)
   - The graph displays memory usage in percentages over a one-month period.
   - The data source is `mem_usage`.
   - The graph indicates memory usage over weeks, with specific thresholds for warning and critical levels.

2. **One Year** (08.03.15 18:31 - 22.03.16 18:31)
   - The graph shows memory usage over a one-year period.
   - The data source is also `mem_usage`.
   - The graph illustrates memory usage by month, again with warning and critical thresholds.

Both graphs use the default template for memory usage monitoring and utilize the command `check_vmware_api_dc_host_mem_usage` for data collection.